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Market Outlook

The S&P and Nasdaq continued to rally higher last week as the strength of
the US economy continues to surprise pessimistic investors. An analysis
conducted by The Wall Street Journal recently proposed that the
economy's strength could partly be attributed to the productivity gains
driven by the technology sector. Another factor could be the surprising
resilience of US banks during the Fed’s unprecedented rate hike cycle.
Some of that 2008-09 Dodd-Frank banking-reform might actually be
paying off here 15 years later.

Last week’s climb marked the fifth straight week of S&P gains although the
index is now likely due for a pullback based on both seasonal factors but
also just good old-fashioned profit taking after the incredible rally.
Remember the average intra-year decline for the S&P 500 is -14%.
Investors are starting to look past the Federal Reserve’s rate pivot/pause
drama and instead focusing on better-than-anticipated economic data and
earnings.

CPI Inflation Misses Expectations - Early this week the January CPI
inflation report came in slightly higher than expected and the stock market
dropped about 1-2% following its release. The CPI miss shouldn’t be
cause for concern though as short-term traders were likely already
looking for an excuse to book some profits as overbought technical
conditions existed heading into the report.

A few other important points made by LPL after the report:

Consumer prices rose a bit higher than expected, disappointing
markets, but investors could get solace from December’s downward
revision.
Consumer prices rose 0.3% in January after rising a downwardly
revised 0.2% in December.
Higher shelter prices contributed over two thirds of the monthly
increase.
Bottom Line: Today’s inflation report wasn’t exactly what the Fed
wants to see since services prices are still elevated and not
decelerating enough to their liking. However, investors will have to
wait until later this month for a more comprehensive look at
consumer prices. We still expect the Fed to make its first cut in May.

Consumers Strong Financially? (Chart Below) – A lot of pessimistic
economic commentators focus their rebuttals against the strong-economy
narrative by pointing out the unsustainable rise in national credit card
debt, the resumption of student-loan payments and the end of pandemic
stimulus handouts. While these are certainly correct observations, they
just simply aren’t big enough to offset the structural strength of the US job
market and ultimately the whole economy.

The below chart from the NY Fed and Carson Group shows the actual
state of both consumers’ total foreclosures and total bankruptcies.
Consumer bankruptcies actually fell in the fourth-quarter to 114k from
116k previously. This metric was running above 200k just a few years ago
in late 2019.

CPI and Shelter Chart Below- How much can we blame shelter prices
for US inflation? This great chart shows how much the shelter component
in red (i.e. rent and homeowners equivalent rent) is contributing to overall
CPI in blue. This contrasts with various times last year where the shelter
component only made up about 1.5 points of the total 9 points.

Week Ahead – Economic data we’re watching this week includes the
January consumer price index on Tuesday and the January producer
price index on Friday. Other reports will include January retail sales and
industrial production on Thursday and January housing starts and building
permits on Friday.

Market Support

The next level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 on the upside is at
5,700.

The next level of support to watch for the S&P 500 on the downside is at
4,800 followed by 4,600.

These are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold or
push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common support
levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as other
technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.

What We Are Watching

The following economic data is slated to be released this week:

Monday: --

Tuesday: CPI Inflation data (Jan.)

Wednesday: --

Thursday: Weekly Initial Jobless, Retail Sales (Jan.), Industrial
Production (Jan.), NAHB Housing Market Index (Feb.)

Friday: PPI Inflation data (Jan.), Univ. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment
(Feb. Prelim.), Housing Starts and Building Permits (Jan.)

JWM Adventure Series

Meet Goose!

Our Client Service Associate, Everett Ingalls, has adopted a new furry
family member: a yellow Labrador mix named Goose. Congratulations
Everett!

Good To Know

Valentine’s Day By-The-Numbers

Valentine’s Day is celebrated every year on February 14 and is widely
considered the most romantic holiday of the year. 

In 2024, consumers in the United States are expected to spend an
estimated total of 26 billion U.S. dollars for Valentine’s Day, which
would be roughly the same amount as in 2023, but a decrease when
compared to the projected spending highs of 2020. 2024's total
translates to an estimated average spend of just over $185.00 U.S.

dollars per capita. 1

About 250 million roses are grown for Valentine’s Day, and more

than half are red. 2

The iconic little candy 'conversation' hearts emblazoned with
Valentine's Day messages were first created by a machine initially
invented to make medical lozenges. Every day, some 100,000
pounds of the chalky, talkative little candies, which have a shelf life of
five years, are made. That adds up to a whopping eight

billion conversation hearts annually.2

1 -http://www.statista.com/topics/5142/valentine-s-day-in-the-us/#topicOverview

2-http://www.countryliving.com/life/entertainment/a35229444/valentines-day-facts/

Mark Your Calendars

Proud to present our 1st webinar of 2024!

LPL Financial has enhanced their paper statements and improved their
online interfaces - let's go through your resources together and answer
any questions you may have. 

Date: Thursday, February 29th

Time: 5-6pm MT

Location: Zoom

Host: Trevor Holen, CFP® - LPL Financial Advisor

Register: Click below to RSVP

RSVP Here

Event Page

Craig Johlfs, CFP®, MBA

johlfswm@lpl.com

303-626-2446

Johlfs Wealth Management

http://www.johlfswm.com/
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